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JAS. EATON, OF TOWNSEND HARBOR, MASSACHUSETTS. 

COP-TUBE FOR SHUTTLES. 

Specification of Letters Patent No. 21,068, dated August 3, 1858'. 

To all whom ¿t may concern.' 
Be it known that I, JAMES EATON, of 

Townsend Harbor, in the county of Middle 
sex and State of Massachusetts, have invent 
ed certain Improvements in Cop-Tubes and 
in the Method of Securing the Same to the 
Shuttle-Spindles, of which the following is 
a full, clear, and exact description, refer 
ence being had to the accompanying draw 
ings, making part of thisspecification, in 
which 
Figure l is a view of a shuttle with my 

>improvements attached; Fig. 2, a view of 
my improved cop tube; Fig. 3, a longitudi 
nal section through the shuttle and spindle; 
Figs. 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, details to be referred to 
hereafter. 
My invention has for its object to remedy 

the defects to which cop tubes as heretofore 
constructed have been liable and to econo 
mize the cop waste caused by their employ 
ment. This waste results principally from 
three causes-1st. The yarn at the base of the 
cop lies so near to the spindle in the shuttle 
that it is apt to wind around it as it is 
drawn off and by the friction thus produced 
the thread is broken and the remaining por 
tion of the cop is often wasted. This same 
difiiculty occurs in a degree through nearly 
the whole length of the cop with that por 
tion of it that lies directly in contact with 
the spindle. 2nd. The yarn as it renders 
from the ordinary short tube is liable to 
catch in the corner of the metal (Z (Fig. 9) 
and the tube together with the yarn which 
may remain upon it is drawn to the other 
end of the shuttle and a further amount of 
waste is thus made. 3rd. Only the base of 
the cop is protected and held in place by 
the ordinary short metallic cop tube, the 
balance of it being wound directly upon the 
spindle upon which it is spun-from this 
spindle it is taken and passed onto that in 
the shuttle, and by this operation the inte 
rior coils of the cop are entangled with each 
other so as to cause the thread to break as 
it is drawn off and a portion of the cop is 
often thus wasted. The attempt has been 
made to remedy the first of these causes of 
waste by making the tubes of a conical form, 
but this is not practicable with metallic 
tubes and has only partially remedied the 
evil, for that portion of the yarn which lies 
nearest to the spindle still wraps around it 
as it is drawn olf and breaks, and this is 

more or less liable to occur through a con 
siderable portion of the cop. 
My present improvements are calculated 

to remove all the above mentioned causes of 
waste and my invention consists, firstly, in 
the employment of a button upon the end of 
the shuttle spindle which holds oif the yarn 
a su?ìicient distance from the end of the 
spindle to prevent it from wrapping around 
it, and thus I accomplish the removal of the 
first cause of cop waste; and my invention 
also consists, secondly, in the employment 
in combination with the above of a metallic 
tube of the entire length of the cop whereby 
I avoid the 2d and 3d causes of waste above 
enumerated, and, Bdly, in the employment 
in combination with the button and long 
cop tube of a removable spindle suitably se 
cured to the shuttle, as will now be more 
fully described. 
To enable others skilled in the art to un 

derstand my invention I will proceed to de 
scribe t-he manner in which I have carried 
it out. 
In the accompanying drawings Figure l 

represents a shuttle having my improve 
ments attached, the spindle having a small 
metallic disk or button o, secured to its eX 
tremity. The tube which I employ is seen 
in Fig. 2. It is of sheet metal and may be 
made either with or without a flange at its 
base. It is of a length suflicient to hold the 
entire cop which is formed directly upon it, 
and as is obvious is not exposed to the dis 
turbances of its threads either by handling 
before it reaches the shuttle or by being 
placed upon the shuttle spindle. The spin 
dle is of a size that will permit it to enter 
the small end of the cop tube and is secured 
tod the shuttle in the following manner 
(Figs. 8, 4 and 5): The block B, which is 
pivoted asusual at c and held in place by 
the spring O, is bored to receive the spin 
dle A in the lower end of which is turned a 
groove z'. 

f is a stationary bar or pin which passes 
transversely through the shuttle in such a 
position that when the spindle is in its place 
within the shuttle the bar shall enter the 
groove c' and lock the spindle firmly to the 
shuttle. 

l/Vhen the cop tube is to be withdrawn 
from the shuttle and a fresh cop put in its 
place, the block B is turned as in Fig. .5, by 
which the spindle is unlocked from the sta 
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tionary bar f and may then be Withdrawn. 
It is then passed through the tube having 
the fresh cop and returned to the block and 
on the latter being again turned down as in 
the Fig. 3 the spindle is locked to the shuttle 
as before. This method of securing the re 
movable spindle to theV shuttle is the one 
Which I prefer, but there are various other 
Ways of accomplishing this end Which are 
but obvious equivalents of the one above de 
scribed. For instance in Fig. 6 a pin or bolt 
g attached to the spring C enters the groove 
in the lower end of the spindle and is With 
drawn therefrom When the block is revolved 
as in Fig. 5 for the purpose of removing the 
spindle. In Fig. 7 the pin g is not attached 
to the spring but plays loosely Within the 
block B and permits the spindle to be re« 
moved and replaced When the pressure of the 
spring C is taken from it by the revolution 
of the block B. 
The extreme end of the shuttle spindle is 

furnished with a button (b) Which serves to 
hold off the yarn from the spindle and pre 
vent it from Wrapping and Winding around 
it as it is drawn ofi". This button also serves 
to hold the cop and tube in their place upon 
the spindle. 

In Fig. 8 is represented a spindle arranged 
to embody certain features of my invention 
and calculated to secure a portion of the 
benefits which I seek to realize. The spin 
dle is fast in the shuttle and is of a size that 
shall just lill the cop tube Which is secured to 
it by the button b. This button may be 
attached to the spindle by a screw or by a 
spring catch a upon the end of the spindle. 

It is obvious that to place the button per 
manently upon the end of the cop tube and 
secure the latter to the spindle by a catch 
at its base would be but a modified employ 
ment of the button and long ~cop tube. 

ÑVith a cop tube and spindle arranged as 
above described the following advantages 
Will be realized: 1st, the thread being held 
off from the point of the spindle by the but~ 
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ton will not be Wound around it as it is 
dravvn off and broken; 2d, the thread Will not 
be liable to be broken nor the tube to be 
drawn to the other end of the spindle by the 
catching of the yarn in the point ¿l (Fig. 9) 
of the cop tube; 3rd, the cop remaining un 
disturbed upon its tube until it is used may 
be handled Without damage, While its inner 
threads are not disturbed or misplaced and 
entangled with each other either by With 
dravving the cop from the spindle upon which 
it is spun or by slipping it upon that in the 
spindle; 4th, when the sheet metal tube is 
employed a split spindle becomes necessary 
to hold the cop from slipping. This spindle 
soon spreads the tube so that it Will not 
retain its place upon the spindle when the 
cop is nearly drawn off, but is drawn to the 
opposite end of the spindle and a Waste, as 
before stated, results. With the long tube 
above described a solid shuttle spindle may 
be used which is more economical in the first 
instance and does not spread or destroy the 
tube. 

I do not claim the use of a cop tube of 
the entire length ofthe spindle, When used 
alone and unconnected With the button, or its 
equivalent to guide the yarn over the point of 
the spindle; but 

Vhat I do claim as my invention and de 
sire to secure by Letters Patent is ' 

l. The employment of a button upon the 
end of the spindle or of the cop tube for the 
purpose specified. 

2. In combination with the above I claim 
a cop tube of a length sutiicient to hold the 
entire cop as set forth. 

3. I claim a removable spindle in com 
bination with the button and long cop tube 
pperating in the manner substantially as set 
orth. 

JAMES EATON. 
Witnesses: t' 

P. E. TESCHEMACHER, 
SAM. COOPER. 
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